
i-fibre™

Save water,
chemicals
and time.



Innovative  
microfibre system

Microfibre cleaning has changed the industry  

from the moment it was introduced.  

Less chemicals and water usage equals  

a more sustainable and healthy planet.  

i-team has taken this idea one step further,  

and created a whole series of utilities and  

equipment to accompany an all-in-one  

system simply called: i-fibre.



Key 
features

Quick-release

A quick-release system in the frame 
of the mop for a complete touch free 

cleaning operation!

Wallwash

The wallwash frame bends 360°, 
perfect for cleaning walls and  

hard-to-reach places. Patented
soft-edge technology makes  

it perfect for 4D cleaning.

Quick-release

A quick-release system in the  
frame of the mop for a complete 

touch free cleaning operation!

Pre-treatment system

The pre-treating system is a well thought 
out array of tools that seamlessly work 

together to make cleaning tasks efficient 
and productive. It saves water, chemicals 

and most of all, time. Through the  
special meshed backing, time reduction 
is achieved to the minimum, and equally 

spreads the moisture. 

Trio split technology 

The fibre gains it’s huge cleaning power  
by a patented trio split technology. With the 

integrated dirt channels, it can even save  
the dust mopping as small particles  

will be captured in there. The frame is  
specially designed to prevent the mop  

from shrinking. It always aligns perfectly.  
Minimum guaranteed washings: 750 times.

Microfibre pads

Used for low to heavy soil levels.  
Features mesh backing for a quick  

saturation time. Designed for  
pre-treating in 4D cleaning systems.
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Technical specifications 

E handle 48 E handle Plastic plate 

Weight of product 0.411 kg 0.266 kg 0.281kg

Size (l x w x h) 106 x 20 x 7,5 cm 69 x 20 x 7,5 cm 41 x 50 x 10 cm

Proven results 

Cleaning method Traditional 4D cleaning system 

Wash boards 5 minutes 3 minutes 

Clean desktops 15 minutes 2 minutes

Dust mop 5 minutes 0 minutes

Wet mop 15 minutes 13 minutes

Bag your 
equipment
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